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ABOUT THIS JOB 

Simplyture is looking for Software Engineers (full time) wanting to help disrupt an industry ripe for change!  

We are looking for passionate Software Engineers with a desire to build a disruptive product in an entrepreneurial 

environment. You will play a central role in the team, working closely with our CTO, designers and senior developers 

to deliver an advanced and compelling product with a world-class user experience. A good knowledge of the basic 

software engineering stack is mandatory, since we also work with Newtonsoft, RestSharp and other tools just to 

name a few. However, as we generally work a lot with new technologies, in-depth knowledge of a specific tool is less 

important than excitement and motivation for learning and trying out new things.  
Responsibilities: 

 Assuming ownership of the entire platform together with the rest of the team   

 Being part of developing new applications, functionalities and improvement to our platform  

 Help operate our cloud servers and platform  

Desired skills and experience: 

 Experience with building and maintaining software products on a large customer scale   

 Team player mindset and enjoyment in collaborations   

 Experience with .NET/C#, HTML, Javascript, ASP.NET MVC, RestSharp, Newtonsoft.JSON   

 Experience with building .NET Windows Services, WCF, Console Apps and Forms.   

 Object oriented programming is a must  

 Ability to think critically and work as developer not only ‘programming’  

 

ABOUT THIS COMPANY 

We offer: 

 A key role in developing a product that is expanding internationally (already in UK, France, Norway, Sweden) 

 Opportunities to learn and develop your career in a growing organisation  

 Awesome colleagues and a social working environment with lots of team events 

 Fantastic new offices in central Copenhagen 

 Challenging events, such as hackathons, that let our developers show off their skills 

 Very relaxed, innovative and team-oriented atmosphere  

 Internal training for people wishing to excel in certain disciplines  

 Unparalleled opportunity for advancement and personal growth 

Application: 

If you think you are the right candidate for the job, please submit your resume or call. 

About us: 

We are a start-up company with a unique team, consisting of people with expertise within AI, complex technical 

solutions, management consulting, and successful serial entrepreneurs. We are well on the way to disrupt a billion-

dollar industry and we are currently looking for talented people to help us grow internationally. We are building a 

strong position in Denmark, but are a true born global company with operations already in the UK, France, Norway, 

Sweden and Austria. We have initiatives already in place for further international expansion – In short this is a unique 

opportunity to join a well-funded and ambitious company with exceptional learning and international work 

opportunities. 

 

To apply for the job, go to this link 

If you should have any questions please feel free to contact: 

Jonas Ørting 

E-mail: jab@simplyture.com   |   Phone: +45 22 41 91 13 

AWESOME DEVELOPER JOB! 
 

https://www.jobindex.dk/ansoegninger/ny/911172?utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=soeg_jobbet_klik&utm_source=jobindex

